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Product:   2050 Drip Collection Film is used in prewash, E-coat, and other “wet” areas, to safely absorb 
spills before they can be tracked.  Its residue-free adhesive backing adheres directly to floor to 
prevent slipping.  While the top layer absorbs liquids and oils, the bottom layer acts as a barrier 
to prevent the spill from soaking through to the floor.  It is used on walkways, work stations and 
under conveyors to capture and absorb the spills before they become a safety hazard and a 
cleaning/contamination issue.  This film is antistatic and fire retardant for safe use in paint shop 
environments. 

 

        
 

Benefits: Saves cleanup hassles & prevents accidents. 
Use in areas to collect oil, paint, pretreatment and e-coat drips. Self adheres to floor areas.  
Fire Retardant (VTM-1) and Antistatic (≤10^8 Ω/sq) for safe use in paint shops 
Resistant to most paint shop chemicals. 
Easy application and removal.  
Residue free release adhesive.     
Solid non-hazardous, PVC-free disposal. 
 

Usage:  - 2050 is available in 0.82 x 50m rolls.    
  -Cut length to size as needed.   
  -Prepare the film by first peeling away a section of the release backing film to expose the  
  tacky bottom.  The release film has a non-adhesive edge to aid with removal.  
  -Make sure floor area has been cleaned of all dirt water and grime.  Starting at the beginning 
  of the work adhere, adhere the tacky bottom layer to the floor.  Then pull the release film away 
  to expose the rest of the adhesive and adhere to floor. 
  -To change, simply peel up edge and roll up.  Dispose of properly as per type of spills. 
 
Size:  Gray  32” x 55yd  (0.81m x 50m) 


